Partnership Opportunities
for Private Liquor Retail
Stores in BC
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What is the BC Ale Trail?
The BC Ale Trail is a marketing
campaign showcasing British
Columbia as a global destination for
tourists and craft beer enthusiasts.
The campaign targets travellers
across BC, Alberta, Washington,
Oregon, California and beyond.
BCAleTrail.ca launched in October of 2016 and has
quickly become the definitive online resource for those
interested in experiencing the extraordinary world of BC
craft beer. It offers a series of self-guided tours across
the province highlighting local craft brewery destinations
and the super, natural landscapes that surround them.
Within each Ale Trail you will find recommended itineraries to explore select regions of BC—this includes
an array of craft breweries, pubs, restaurants, cafes,
outdoor activities, sightseeing, accommodations and
more. BCAleTrail.ca also includes a comprehensive BC
craft brewery database, event listings and dynamic blog
content.
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Capitalize On Craft

W H AT ’S C O M I N G

Independent craft breweries are riding a wave of ap-

With investment from the Alliance of Beverage Licensees

preciation as local producers. Embedded in the fabric of

(ABLE BC), the BC Ale Trail platform will diversify to

their communities, they command local loyalty. Many of

include curated listings for 75 private liquor stores.

these independent craft breweries have limited distribution and are highly sought after by beer aficionados. As

Each Ale Trail itinerary will include 3-5 private liquor

such, they hold potential to become the stock and trade

stores, providing additional opportunities for consumers

of savvy retail merchants.

to connect with the BC Craft Beer community and its
products. BCAleTrail.ca will expand to include a private

Independent craft beer is typically not categorized as

liquor store database, with individual liquor stores pages,

value beer, rather these beers command higher prices

similar to our individual brewery pages.

and provide greater margins for retailers. Craft focused
retail stores see craft brands commanding a greater
percentage of sales volumes than industrial brands.
These volumes will continue to grow as craft market
share increases whilst industrial brands continue to face
declining market share.
Partnership with the BC Craft Brewers Guild and BC Ale
Trail exposes craft retailers to craft-seeking consumers.
This is an opportunity for story-telling and retailer
incentives to solidify market position and drive targeted
volumes in a unique way. Inclusion in the BC Ale Trail
marketing specifically drives independent craft brands
and highlights retailers who support them.
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Discover the power of
partnering with BC Craft
Beer’s biggest tourism
marketing campaign!

SITE TRAFFIC
Top 10 Cities Visiting BCAleTrail.ca:
1. Vancouver

6. Edmonton

2. Calgary

7. Montreal

Research proves there is great marketing potential

3. Victoria

8. New York

in promoting the BC Craft Beer community, and the

4. Surrey

9. Seattle

opportunity extends to beer lovers inside and outside

5. Kelowna

10. Burnaby

200,000+
370,000+
unique sessions

page views

since launch in October 2016

the province – including those in Alberta and other
Canadian provinces, as well as south of the border in

30%

Washington, Oregon and California. These neighbouring
regions have strong craft beer industries themselves,
and thus large contingents of beer-loving residents
primed to travel here. Due to the strong crossover of
identity, culture, geography, agriculture, and artisanal

22%

15%

Female
48.4%

8%

food/beverage appreciation, the BC Ale Trail campaign
connects with all three of Destination BC’s key EQ

0%
Age

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65+

segments: Authentic Experiencers, Free Spirits, and
Cultural Explorers.

AUTHENTIC EXPERIENCERS

FREE SPIRITS

CULTURAL EXPLORERS

are typically understated travellers

are highly social and open-minded.

are defined by their love of constant

looking for authentic, tangible engage-

Their enthusiasm for life extends to their

travel and continuous opportunities to

ment with destinations they seek, with a

outlook on travel. Experimental and

embrace, discover and immerse them-

particular interest in understanding the

adventurous, they indulge in high-end

selves in the culture, people and settings

history of the places they visit.

experiences that are shared with others.

of the places they visit.

Male
51.6%
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Leverage your marketing
dollars

H O W T O G E T I N V O LV E D

With support from Destination BC, Destination Canada,

Cost for membership:

regional DMOs and breweries, we’ve operated with

$500 per year

marketing budget of more than $900,000 over the last
three years, exclusively promoting BC craft breweries,
their product and their regions.
Through Destination BC’s co-operative marketing

What you get:

program we double your investment in the campaign,
multiplying your dollars to promote BC product and

• Enhanced LRS listing on bcaletrail.ca

attracting tourists to explore super, natural British

including photos, write-up, contact info and

Columbia.

more
• Inclusion on a BC Ale Trail itinerary on
bcaletrail.ca
• Inclusion on our BC Ale Trail app, launching
in 2018
• Promotion through our $100k digital
marketing campaign
• Promotion through our blog and social media
channels
• Opportunity to leverage your marketing
dollars through our application submissions
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BCAleTrail.ca
If you have questions about the BC Ale Trail campaign,
please contact:
Melanie Ransome
Project Manager, BC Ale Trail
melanie@bcaletrail.ca
250-661-2619
Ken Beattie
Executive Director, BC Craft Brewers Guild
ken@bccraftbeer.com
604-306-1500

